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INTRODUCTION

About This Project
This project is researched and designed for educational purposes and is part of a UX Design 

Bootcamp Course conducted by Vertical Institute, Singapore. This project aims to culminate the 

course learnings and showcase the different UX development processes.   

Overview
Syfe is a digital investment platform that is building the next generation of 

financial solutions for individuals across Asia, licensed by the Monetary 

Authority of Singapore ("MAS"). Launched in July 2019.


Syfe’s Mission
To transform the way people manage their money and make high quality 

financial services affordable and accessible to all. Syfe is the all-in-one 

platform where everyday investors can access simple, smart and 

affordable investing, to grow wealth their way 

Approach & Deliverables
As part of this capstone project, the objective was to identify possible user 

gaps and potential spaces for exploration in the fintech space while 

demonstrating the different UX development stages. 



This project will focus primarily on the end-to-end experience of Syfe Users
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UX Development consist of many different stages and is a continuous iterative process, where we need to constantly refine and improve 

our designs in order for them to continue to create the best value for our users.  The process for this project includes the following:

The duration of the UX course is only 1 month long, where different UX concepts are taught each week. Throughout the course, we worked on each of 

these concepts and the timeline of the project is as depicted in the diagram below:

User research was done to help us gain insights and understanding how Syfe users perform tasks and achieve goals that are important to them. It 

allows us to gain context, perspective and insights on these individuals, allowing us to identify potential areas of exploration and puts us in a position 

to respond with useful, simplified and productive design solutions.

Point Take away

 User backgroun

 Personality

 Frustation
 Goal

User Persona

Lily Tan, 25 Year Old 

Customer of Syfe since 

2020


User personas are archetypical users whose goals and characteristics represent the need of a larger group of user which are targeting

Motivations

 Majority states that they 

understand the 

importance of investin

 Majority are interested in 

learning about investin

 They are motivated by 

making earnings from 

their investments

Thoughts of Syfe

 User friendly, Good for 

beginner

 Majority of them are 

making a small profit from 

their Syfe Portfoli

 Majority do not know 

what their portfolio 

comprises of.

Investment 
Background

 Most of them started with 

Robo-advisors like Syfe 

and Stashaway

 All of them are beginners 

and new to investing and 

only started investing for 

1-2 years





Interviewee

 5 Individuals, all of whom 

are Syfe User

 Age: 24 - 29 Years Ol

 Occupation: Students & 

Working Professional

 Gender: Mixture





Pains & Difficulties

 Finds investing 

intimidatin

 Lack of funds to invest 

mor

 Not confident in their 

investment strateg

 Afraid of losing money





Guerilla Interviews and User Observations

Research

Ideation and Design Phase

Testing Phrase

Research and Analysis 
Phase

Final Capstone 
Submission

Analysis
Based on our research, we are able to find several areas which is worth exploring. As such in the analysis stage, we will begin to formulate our problem 

statement and hypoethesis which identifies the problem we hope to solve. 

User Stories
User stories are a simple tool for articulating the user’s perspective.

As a new investor using robo advisors, I want to learn 

more about the different ETFs that my robo advisor 

portfolio is invested in so that i could have a better 

understanding of my portfolio and gain investment 

knowledge.

Afiyatika Mufidati
Working Professional

Problem Statement 

Lily needs a way to understand and gain insights of the different ETFs that she 

is invested into in her Robo Advisor portfolio, because she would like to 

understand more about what she is investing in.

As a new investor, I want to be able to buy at  support 

levels based on technical analysis such that i am able to 

yield the best returns

gustaf Martien
Student

As a new investor, I want to be able to gain professional 

insights and learn technical analysis skills, such that i 

am able to make better investments

Koh Jason
Fresh Graduate

About
 Young Professional, working in a MN

 Fresh Graduate, Degree in Business Analytic

 Attached, Lives with her parents and elder sister, 

in a 5 Room HDB Fla

 Hopes to start a famlily in the near futur

 Worried about her finacial goal

 Just started her investment journey through 

Robo-advisors like Syfe and Stashawa

 Interested in learning more about investing and 

yielding more returns

Goals
 Professional Growt

 Buy her own hous

 Have enough financially to raise her own chil

 Plans to get married in the next 1-2 year

 To be able to spend more quality time with her 

loved ones

Personality
 Hardworkin

 Smar

 Intereste

 Thinkin

 Agil

 Adapt

Frustations
 Worries about the lack of experience and lacking 

behind her peer

 Worries about her own abilities in doing her own 

financial plannin

 Worries about the rising cost of living in 

Singapor

 Unsure about how to start investing

We believe that by providing more professional insights and information about the different 

ETFs, for fellow Robo Advisor users, we will achieve more happy and educated users who will 

be more confident in our portfolio and analysis.



We will know this to be true when we see users starting to invest more in the portfolio and 

using the professional analysis and even building custom portfolio according to our analysis.

Hypothesis

INSIGHTS AND LEARNINGS

Journey phases

Actions

1. ENTICE

Learns about investment 

1. The Individuals seeks new ways to 

improve their financial situation

2. ENTER

Begins investing

1. Individuals begins to learn and start 
investing

3. ENGAGE

Develop investment knowledge

1. Individuals becomes more 
accustomed to investing and seeks 
higher returns

4. EXPLORATION

 Further investments

1. Individuals begins to seek higher 
returns and would like to take more 
control over their investment portfolio

Mindsets and 
emotions

Learns about 
importance in 
investing

Unhappy over their 
financials situation

Unsure of how they 
should start 

Finds Robo-advisors 
like Syfe

Starts investment 
portfolio

Becomes interested 
in their investment 
portfolio

Learns about 
complicated 
investment platforms

Individuals unable to 
find more information 
regarding their 
portfolios on Syfe

Individuals have to 
scour the internet for 
information regarding 
the different ETFs

Individuals feels that 
a certain ETF in the 
portfolio is not ideal

User Journey Map
User Journey maps are a great way to visually illustrate a user’s flow and thought process. It follows an individual through different stages and journey phases of 

their investment journey and highlights the different emotions and thought processes, which allows us to find gaps and possible areas of exploration to improve 

the user’s experience.

Business Opportunities
Currently there is a gap in the market for individuals who are looking to do more about 

their investments after starting their investment journey with Robo-advisors like Syfe. 

These individuals have enjoyed the benefits of robo-advisors and are now seeking to 

yield higher returns and having more control over their own portfolio. This is where 

they start to enter the “Exploration stage” of their investment journey. 



During this “Exploration Stage”, individuals begins to become more interested in 

learning more about the composition of their portfolios and the individual ETFs that 

they are invested in. However due to the lack of information regarding the different 

ETFs they are invested in on these platforms, many had to resort to research about 

these ETFs on the internet, where they are swamped with complicated terminologies 

and technical charts. As such, many became unmotivated to build their own 

portfolios.



Syfe have been a perfect tool for beginners to start investing. To accompany these 

individuals on their investment journey, more can be done to help facilitate these 

individuals as they proceed to the “Exploration stage” of their investment journey. 

We found that many young adults know and believe in the importance of investing, 

however they found the learning curve to be really steep. As a result, many started 

their investment journey via Robo-advisors like Syfe due to it’s convience and fuss-

free investment portfolios. This is a major benefit that such platforms has to offer. 



As these individuals start to become more accustomed to investing, they became 

more interested in learning the technical details of their portfolios, in hopes of gaining 

more control over their investments. As such many started to scour the internet for 

investment tips and insights, but were overwhelmed by the amount of information 

and technical terms.  

Why?

BRAINSTORMING AND DESIGNS

Ideation
With the problem statement and hypothesis defined. We will now begin to formulate and develop ideas and concepts that could help us solve our problem statement

Crazy8 Design
Fast sketching exercise that allows us to ideate and formulate 8 distinct ideas in 8 minutes that could possibly solve our problem statement

“Bad” Ideas “Good” Ideas

Storyboarding
Storyboarding consist of illustrations displayed in sequence for the purpose of pre-visualizing.
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Design
Based on our ideation, we have gotten a better ideas on our final possible proposed solution to tackle our problem statement. In this stage, we will begin to design our solutions. 

User Flow
User Flow showing a new investor using Robo advisor, Syfe, to learn about the different ETFs in their portfolio and making purchase

Current Portfolio 

Page

Make Purchase 

Page

Purchase 

Confirmation Page

Portfolio Characteristics Page

Professional Analysis Page

Risk and Returns Page

Portfolio 

Breakdown Page

ETF Breakdown 

Page

Start

Type of information

user is interested in

Choose if investor would

like to make a purchase

User taps on details

of Portfolio

User taps on specific

information they are


interested in

User taps on 

purchase

User taps on 

confirm

User taps on 

specific ETF

Low Fidelity Wireframes
Basic content and visuals which helps to map out the shell of the interface, its screens and basic information architecture for the purpose of 

user testing and feedback gathering before more time is spent designing.
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Mood Board is a visual presentation which acts as a guide and communicates the “feel” of an idea for a high fidelity wireframe design

Mood Board

High Fidelity Wireframes
In depth content and visuals which helps to showcase the user interface, its screens and  information architecture for the purpose of user 

testing and feedback gathering before the actual protoype and application is developed. High Fidelity wireframe will include the extra 

features for user testing.

Portfolio Overview
An overview look of the current portoflio 

performance with key metric and 

information for users to understand their 

portfolio in a single glance

Figma Interactive Protoype

Syfe Insights - Overview
New and improved feature to allow Syfe users to gain insights 

and more information about their existing portfolio. 



Provide Syfe users with professional analysis and technical 

knowledge regarding the different ETFs that Syfe provides. 

Allowing users to become more informed investors.

Syfe Insights - Analysis

Portfolio Characteristics Professional Analysis Risk and Returns

Syfe Insights - Purchase

Allowing Syfe users to use their technical insights gained to 

make intelligent investments conveniently. 



Syfe Insights also includes AI powered solutions like Smart 

Purchase and AI Short Term Trade to give Syfe users the extra 

edge to yield the best returns in the shortest time

TESTING

User Testing and Feedback

The Flow of the new feature is really 
intuitive and well organised. I am able to 
easily navigate the feature to reach the 
information i am looking for

Koh Jason
Fresh Graduate

If there is such a feature in Syfe, i will be 
inclined to start making my own portfolio.

gustaf Martien
Student

Allowing users to use the high fidelity wireframes to get a feel of the flow and information architectual of Syfe Insights. We are able to see how individuals ulitise the new features 

introduced and whether the features are intuitive. 

Syfe Insights is exactly what i am looking 
for! I have always wondered what 
individual ETF performance is like and 
whether i am able to create my own 
portfolio

Afiyatika Mufidati
Working Professional

OUTCOMES AND REFLECTION

Deliverables
Designed & prototyped screens illustrating a new feature, Syfe Insights, which 

equips Syfe users with technical knowledge regarding the different ETFs in 

their portfolios, while practising the UX development stages learnt in class. 

Documenting the design process and findings in this capstone project.

Future Roadmap

More research and work is required in terms


of the proposed AI solutions like “Smart Purchase”


and “AI Short Term Trade”

Possible to look into user goal setting and 

personalised investment guides to aid 

different users to reach their goals

More user research is required to refine and 

fine tune the user flow and ui elements to 

further support and substantiate our UX 

findings and designs

This project was done under tight time constraint and has alot of room for 

improvements and enhancements. Further research and development is required 

to bridge the gap and help new investors in Syfe gain the technical knowledge and 

confidence to build their own portfolio and LEVEL UP their investment journey.

Final Thoughts
Evaluation

UX Development is a tedious and meticulous process that requires great research and 

understanding of the user and company objectives. Some development stages and techniques 

like “Crazy8” might seem pointless and trivial but are useful techniques that could help formulate 

new and out of the box ideas that might have seem crazy and impractical at first but could be the 

reason behind successful and popular features found on mobile applications today. 



This UX Bootcamp have allowed me to gain new insights as a developer behind the work done by 

UX designer and the design process that was done. It allowed me to gain experience in the design 

workflow of a UX project through this UX capstone project.   

Thank You!
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